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Background
In September 2021, The Foundation for the Horse generously approved NAWA’s
(the Namibian Animal Welfare Association WO No. 498) grant application for partial
funding of our Project Donkey Harness. The Donkey team started the project with
an educational trip to Bela Bela, South Africa to meet up with a donkey rescue team
from Zimbabwe, Mares, as well as a team from SA, focusing on harnessing design
and equine welfare.

“.. a detailed project plan was established including milestones,
budget forecasts and deadlines, we had it all worked out…….
….. or so we thought.”

Project Donkey’s original Phase 1 consisted of the Purchase and import of humane
donkey harnesses from (MARES Zimbabwe) at reduced rates, to provide immediate
relief to the most critical cases of ill-fitting donkey harnesses and thereby avoid
further agony.
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This proved to be an impossible feat. The previously guaranteed harnesses were
not available to us for purchase any longer. The Covid pandemic created havoc with
supply of materials and every harness was needed in Zimbabwe.
The donkey team quickly discarded the original plan’s Phase 1 and moved to
Phase 2, the proven design of harness manufacture, locally in Namibia. This
included the identification of community champions, setting up of a workshop,
buying of machinery and materials necessary (which were guaranteed to us) and
getting the community involved through basic skill transfer of harness making,
thereby uplifting the community simultaneously.

“Change your plan, but never your goal!”

..is a quote that comes to mind, as the acquiring of material for the entire harness
was based on and planned around, suddenly seemed impossible, due to the
economic and social-economic hardships the country was experiencing due to the
Covid lock downs. The materials that were always discarded, and we would have
obtained for free, were now a highly contested item. The donkey team was once
again challenged.
We needed a new design entirely, which translated into different materials, a new
supplier, modified buckle design, different machinery…. everything had changed.
The NAWA team rolled up their sleeves and searched high and low for the best
design, materials and suppliers, and made it happen.
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“Introducing Donkey Harness design 2.0.”

The donkey team discarded the conveyor belting and padding, which was not
available, but also proved unsuitable to the temperatures we experience in
Namibia, becoming too hot and brittle in the sun. Instead, we replaced it with very
comfortable, soft 90mm (wide) nylon webbing. We found it to be a durable,
humane, long wearing product, suitable to the harsh and hot conditions of the
Namibian climate.
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Project Donkey Harness – Maiden Voyage
On the 31st of January 2022 the donkey team left to Northern Namibia for 5 days,
where the need was identified to be huge, in the very remote towns of Kamanjab,
Fransfontein, Khorixas and Omaruru. Donkeys are used for daily chores such as
fetching water, firewood and transporting people to schools and towns. Severely
injured and abused animals were reported to NAWA.

Summary statistics of ‘Maiden Voyage’ – (complete stats attached).

Animals
90

Maiden Voyage
Bridle
Harness Bit
75

68
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68

Other
8 items
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Project Donkey Harness – Trip 2
On the 23 March, the donkey team commenced with their second trip over 1471 km
over 5 days. This time to the Northeastern parts of Namibia (below the Caprivi Strip).
Again, information about severely abused working equids were reported and we
decided that Project Donkey goes where the need is greatest. The villages are
extremely remote with no running water or electricity. The community has no access
to any medical facility and schooling is limited. Most inhabitants speak Khoisan and
are the descendants of the ancient Bushmen tribe. Many still living the traditional lives
from generations before with very little means. What struck us the most, was the
hunger for information and when working on donkeys or equines, the whole village sat
around us and watched. Education is a big part of our project which we readily supply
on every possible occasion, which we hope will impact this generation and be passed
down to the next. Our vet commonly finds that injuries are created on purpose like
slicing a leg or cutting an ear, the palate or burning an injured limb, in the ancient
belief that this will heal the original injury. We also found ONLY TERRIBLE bits on this
trip with massive ports and all donkeys bleeding from the mouth. We confiscated all
and replaced with the purchased humane bits (snaffles and straight bars).
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Summary statistics of ‘Trip 2’ – (complete stats attached).

Animals
59

Bridle

2nd trip
Harness

Bit

Other

58

11

54

11 items

In SUMMARY
In the beginning of our AAEP funded project we committed to delivering 330 harnesses
to working equids in need and transfer skills, as well as educate the community for
sustainable animal welfare. Through our new harness design, as well as immense cost
saving, we have been able to INCLUDE humane bridles (NAWA design and community
production), as well as humane bits in addition to the harnesses, which we are
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extremely proud of.
Our aim is to exceed the required number of 330 harnesses and IN ADDITION match
that amount with NAWA bridles and bits. Our latest bridle design – the ‘JANE’ bridle is
a new concept that is a hybrid between a rope halter and a bridle. It does not impact
the comfort of the horse and offers easy adjustment to as many equids as the
handler/guardian requires and equally saves on amount of buckles used, which saves
on production cost. Thank you for you support and making a difference in the working
equids of Namibia. Our next trip is in 2 weeks, which we shall report on, upon our
return. 😊
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